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The recession that took place recently had tremendously hit the business world. This has made
companies to stop hiring new candidates and that to fresher. Already the existing employees are
removed, where the new candidates will be recruited is a big question in front of corporate world
today. A big race is there to get the fresher jobs and in this race, it is big challenge for a fresher to
get level openings.

Reason is simple because there are very few openings and candidates applying for the jobs both
fresher as well as experienced are many.  But it is not that if you are fresher means you cannot seek
a job. Having a positive outlook and a clear plan of career is important get the good job. For this,
you have to be in touch with organizations websites, employment newspaper, and various job sites
to get the alerts of career openings for fresher. You can get to know about many job openings,
walking interview and internal recruitment if you build good relations with your friends and relatives.

Candidates can search for latest fresher jobs through various job sites and apply for the job. Many
points are to be checked before directly applying for job. Resume should be modified appropriately
as per job requirement for the specific post. Resume along with the neatly written covering letter
should be sent to the company.  Care should be taken about contact details and address which
must be correct to have further process. Most of the organizations prefer employee referrals for a
particular post than posting a job opening. They also select the candidates using job database
available with them. In this case you need to make a call to organizations HR department and
inquire about any job opening. If the answer is no at present, then for future job opening you can
ask their email address to send your resume.

Job vacancies are not available at all for fresher could not be said, because many companies today
look for candidates who are smart and able to generate new ideas. But candidate must be flexible to
adjust the work culture, job timing and challenges to succeed. There are many new areas which do
not have the impact of recession can be chosen to have good start of career. Advertising area,
sales and many more are areas having many jobs for fresher.

Before applying for job, preparation should be done in full swing to get an entry. Confident with right
attitude should be there at the time of interview. HR manager looks for conceptual knowledge
related to your studies, if you are applying as a fresher. Interviewer judges you through your overall
performance, how smartly you represent yourself will decide your selection in a company though
you are a fresher.
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